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Navigating from computational metabolic model to mice to man 
 
Computational modeling of mFAO and beyond
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Figure 1. Computational rat dynamic model of isolated mFAO with C16-specific CPT1 (solid lines), 
with C16-C4 sensitive CPT1 (dashed lines) and with C16-C4 sensitive CPT1 at twice larger Vmax (short 
dashed lines). 
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Rat model w. sens. CPT1




Figure 2. Computational rat dynamic model of isolated mFAO with (dashed lines) and without (solid 
lines) cytosolic acyl-carnitine export.
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So, what can be done to improve our understanding of the model’s behavior and to improve 
the accuracy of our dynamic modeling predictions? 
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Mouse models as tools to understand symptomatology in MCADD
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